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The UAE has now conducted over one million tests for COVID-19, more than one for every ten people in the country.

The UAE has eased restrictions on individuals and businesses, opening shops and restaurants, shortening curfew, and permitting limited movement between households. Under the new rules, malls and restaurants can operate at reduced capacity.

A UAE government spokesperson said the decision was made in response to the public adhering to social distancing and would be assessed as the situation changes.

Etihad announced it would resume regular passenger flights from May 16, with special repatriation flights continuing until then.

A new hospital was built in Abu Dhabi in 48 hours to handle COVID-19 patients. It can accommodate 127 patients and is the latest in a string of new field hospitals around the country.
The UAE has established the Abu Dhabi Workers Committee to protect private sector workers’ rights and ensure employers’ compliance with UAE labor law in light of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The UAE has used artificial intelligence modeling to show that coronavirus infection rates in Abu Dhabi are unlikely to accelerate over the next six weeks due to the effective measures in place.

The UAE, through the Emirates Red Crescent, provided 4,000 food parcels to residents of the Yemeni Governorate of Hadhramaut on the occasion of Ramadan.

An Abu Dhabi couple became the first to get married on Zoom after the UAE introduced a remote marriage service.
UAE Government Spokesperson

“We are regularly assessing and monitoring this dynamic situation. We have allowed for more services to open and lessened restrictions on movement to provide relief to the public. We will continue to study the impact closely and alter measures as required."
HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum
CROWN PRINCE OF DUBAI

“In the UAE, we are one family, and no one is a foreigner.”
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